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In a recent paper we have shown the existence of complex modes of oscillation in the
study of the extinction dynamics of the mercury beating heart reaction'. It was proposed that
one of the species responsible for the oscillatory movements of this reaction is the mercury(l),
in anyone in their forms, either free or molecular.
The formation of

H2

21

from

irradiation of `Co to the system Hg"/H2SO4 (6M)

allowed to elucidate the probable mechanism of reaction. The objective of this work is to study
how the ionizing radiation affects the dynamics of extinction of this reaction, which is related
with the existence of certain chemical species. The study was carried out in 2 ways a) Method
1:

H2SO4

6 M) was first irradiated and to the irradiated solution the Hgo was added and b)

Method IL the system Hg"/H2SO4 6 M) was irradiated. The different irradiated systems were
put into reaction with Feo to investigate if there were differences between the two irradiated
systems and how the complex modes of oscillation of the reaction were affected.
The quantity of

H2

21

produced by method I is bigger than in method 11. This is

explained because the majority species produced by radiolysis of H2SO4 are sulfate radical and
H202

that act as oxidizer agents and their potential values allow to suppose that these

substances react with Hg" to produce

H2

21

.

On the other hand, by method 11 mercury clusters

(H-43') are formed as was reported by Sukhov and Ersh0V 2 in pulse radiolysis of aqueous
H92 2,

solutions. We assume that the formation of these mercury clusters has to be observed

with the decrease of the

H92 21

concentration when one makes the radiolysis by method 11.

In general, the preliminary studies allow establishing that the ionizing radiation does not
affect the extinction dynamics but it increases the half-life of this reaction.
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